Structural and lithological guidance on speleogenesis in quartz-sandstone: Evidence of the arenisation process
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A B S T R A C T
A detailed petrographic, structural and morphometric investigation of different types of caves carved in the quartz–sandstones of the "tepui" table mountains in Venezuela has allowed identification of the main speleogenetic factors guiding cave pattern development and the formation of particular features commonly found in these caves, such as funnel-shaped pillars, pendants and floor bumps. Samples of fresh and weathered quartz–sandstone of the Mataia Formation (Roraima Supergroup) were characterised through WDS dispersive X-ray chemical analyses, picnometer measurements, EDAX analyses, SEM and thin-section microscopy. In all the caves two compositionally different strata were identified: almost pure quartz-sandstones, with content of silica over 95% and high primary porosity (around 4%), and phyllosilicate-rich quartz–sandstone, with contents of aluminium over 10% and low primary porosity (lower than 0.5%). Phyllosilicates are mainly pyrophyllite and kaolinite. SEM images on weathered samples showed clear evidence of dissolution on quartz grains to different degrees of development, depending on the alteration state of the samples. Grain boundary dissolution increases the rock porosity and gradually releases the quartz grains, suggesting that arenisation is a widespread and effective weathering process in these caves. The primary porosity and the degree of fracturing of the quartz–sandstone beds are the main factors controlling the intensity and distribution of the arenisation process. Weathering along iron hydroxide or silt layers, which represent inception horizons, or a strata-bounded fracture network, predisposes the formation of horizontal caves in specific stratigraphic positions. The loose sands produced by arenisation are removed by piping processes, gradually creating anastomosing open-fracture systems and forming braided mazes, geometric networks or main conduit patterns, depending on the local lithological and structural guidance on the weathering process. This study demonstrates that all the typical morphologies documented in these quartz–sandstone caves can be explained as a result of arenisation, which is guided by layers with particular petrographic characteristics (primary porosity, content of phyllosilicates and iron hydroxides), and different degrees of fracturing (strata-bounded fractures or continuous dilational joints).

1. Introduction

About thirty years ago cavers and karst scientists believed that speleogenesis of caves in quartz–sandstones was related to exceptional conditions and only of local importance because of the extremely low solubility and dissolution rate of quartz (Tricart, 1972; Wray, 1993, 1997a, 2013). Since 2000, several huge horizontal cave systems have been explored in the “tepui” table mountains of Venezuela (Fig. 1), showing a wide variety of morphologies and dimensions that compare well with the most developed cave systems in classic carbonate karst (Aubrecht et al., 2012; Sauro et al., 2013b).

This paradox of widespread, complex and km-long cave systems in one of the hardest and least soluble rocks on Earth obviously requires us to rediscuss the speleogenetic processes responsible for their formation. Until now, most of the theories so far presented involve the formation of loose sands along some preferential bedding planes or fractures and their winnowing-out (piping) by underground flowing waters (Szczepan and Urbani, 1974; Galán and Lagarde, 1988). The role in generating the “loose sands” has been assigned to rock dissolution by meteoric (Jennings, 1983; Martini, 2000; Wray, 2000; Piccini and Meccia, 2009; Meccia et al., 2014) or hydrothermal waters (Zawidzki et al., 1976; Sauro et al., 2014) through a weathering dissolution process called “arenisation”. Other authors assign importance to microbially-driven alkaline dissolution (Marker, 1976; Barton et al., 2009) or refer to the existence of un lithified beds (Aubrecht et al., 2008, 2011, 2012). All these theories are still under discussion and there is not yet a clear understanding of the main speleogenetic and morphogenetic processes involved. Sauro et al. (2013b, 2013c) suggested that quartz–sandstone could be weathered according to the “arenisation” model (Martini, 2000) and that the degree of fracturing, the mineralogical composition...
and the petrographical features (grain size, sorting, depositional structures, primary porosity), and not the diagenetic degree of the quartz–sandstone as suggested by Aubrecht et al. (2011), probably control the intensity of the weathering processes along the strata.

The main discussion has focused on the presence of some typical morphologies, like funnel-shaped pillars and pendants. These features are considered by Aubrecht et al. (2013) as channels of a descending silica-bearing hardening diagenetic fluid flow, while for Sauro et al. (2013b) they represent secondary forms due to arenisation and erosion processes along fracture networks.

Kilometre-long caves in the Roraima and Chimanta massifs have been explored by Venezuelan, Czech and Slovak speleologists since 2003 (Fig. 2; Galán et al., 2004; Aubrecht et al., 2012; Audy and Bouda, 2013). In April 2013 a new giant cave was discovered by a joint Italian–Venezuelan expedition on the Auyan Tepui in the Canaima National Park. The system was named Imawari Yeuta (the “Cave where the Gods live” in Pemon Kamarakoto native language), and reaches now 20 km of development, being actually the longest quartzite cave in the world (Sauro et al., 2013b). Besides its dimensions (Figs. 1, 2a), the scientific interest of this cave is very high, and all the characteristic formations described by Aubrecht et al. (2011, 2012) for the quartz–sandstone caves of the Churí Tepui and Roraima are well represented. During two expeditions in March 2013 and March 2014, detailed morphometric studies were performed, together with a...
detailed survey and sampling of weathered and unweathered quartz–sandstones. The data from Imawari Yeuta were then compared with further morphological observations and sample analyses from other caves developed in the Mataui Formation: the Roraima Sur System in the Roraima Tepui (Galán et al., 2004; Aubrecht et al., 2012), the Akopan-Dal Cin System in the Chimanita massif (Mecchia et al., 2009; Sauro, 2009), Guacamaya cave in the western sector of Auyan Tepui (Sauro et al., 2013d) and the deep crevice networks of the Aonda and Auyan Tepui Noroeste systems (Piccini and Mecchia, 2009).

The aim of this research is to identify the main factors guiding the formation of caves along specific layers and to explain the processes responsible for the formation of pillars and other similar morphologies. In order to do this, the following methods were used: 1) mineralogical, chemical and petrographical analysis of the quartz–sandstone beds; 2) SEM imaging in order to identify dissolution morphologies on the quartz grains and other potential weathering processes; and 3) morphometric measurements and statistics of quartz–sandstone pillars in the Imawari Yeuta cave in order to explain their relationship with fracture sets and the degree of fracturing.

2. Regional setting

The Gran Sabana is a vast geographical region, part of the Guyana Shield, located in northern South America, between Venezuela and Brazil, crossed by several tributaries of the Rio Caroní, which in turn flows into the Orinoco River (Fig. 1). The main massifs of the Gran Sabana have the shape of large table mountains named “tepuis”, which means “house of the Gods” or simply “mountain” in the local indigenous Pemón language. The tepuis are delimited by vertical to overhanging cliffs many hundreds of metres high which divide the massifs from each other. The mountains are surrounded by the lowlands of the Wonkén planation surface (Briceno and Schubert, 1990). The summit plateaus consist of a series of stratigraphically controlled planar surfaces (in general grouped into the Auyan planation surface, between 2000 and 2900 m a.s.l., considered of Mesozoic age by Briceno and Schubert (1999)) divided by secondary scarps. More than 60 tepuis occur in the Gran Sabana region but our research focused on the most important masses (Fig. 1): 1) Auyan Tepui (700 km²), one of the largest of the area, famous for the Angel Fall that is considered the highest waterfall in the world with 975 m of vertical drop, 2) Roraima Tepui (31 km²) and 3) Akopan Tepui, in the southeastern sector of the Chimanita massif (composed of different tepuis with a total surface of 1470 km²).

The igneous and metamorphic rocks in the northern portion of the Guyana Shield (Imataca-Bolivar Province, after González de Juana et al. (1980)) have an age of 3.5 Ga. The siliciclastic rocks of the Roraima Group belong to the continental and pericontinental environment of the Roraima-Canaima Province (Reid, 1974). The age of this arenaceous group can be inferred only on the basis of the absolute dating of the granitic basement (2.3–1.8 Ga) and of the basaltic dykes and sills that cross the upper formation of the Roraima Group (1.4–1.8 Ga) (Briceno and Schubert, 1990; Santots, 2003). The Roraima Group was also intruded by Mesozoic basalts forming thin NE-trending dykes with ages of around 200 Ma (Hawkes, 1966; Teggin et al., 1985). A low-grade metamorphic overprint, leading to quartz grain overgrowths and pyrophyllite–muscovite formation in the more pelitic beds, is the result of the lithostatic load of 3–km thick sediments which are now eroded (Urbani et al., 1977).

Caves are developed in the Mataui Formation, the youngest, presently outcropping sedimentary unit of the Roraima Group. This formation is 600–900 m thick and ~1.5 Ga old, and represents the bordering walls and the summit part of the tepuis (Santots, 2003). Quartz commonly represents over 90% of the rock, giving the name “quartz–sandstone” (Martini, 2000, 2004). The quartz grains are well-sorted, usually between 30 and 200 μm in diameter, and cemented by syntactical quartz overgrowths or by minor pore-filling phyllosilicates (pyrophyllite and/or kaolinite). The slopes at the foot of the cliffs surrounding the tepuis are made of proto-quartzites, arkoses and graywackes, with beds of cherts, lutites and siltites (Uaimapué Formation; Reid, 1974). In the lowlands the main outcropping lithology is the Kekená Formation, composed mainly of siltites and shales.

From a structural point of view, the bedding is normally horizontal, locally slightly inclined. Sets of mainly vertical fractures cut the plateaus, creating a regular network of quadrangular or rhomboidal prisms. Important regional faults with significant displacement have not been observed in the Gran Sabana area (Gibbs and Barron, 1993).

All the examined tepuis exhibit a similar morphology: 1) a slightly inclined pediment formed by detrital talus on the more erodible lithologies of the Uaimapué Formation; 2) an external vertical cliff (Mataui Formation), up to 1 km high, presenting a few major benches in specific stratigraphic positions; and 3) an upper plateau divided in at least two secondary platforms with about 100–150 m of altitude difference, controlled by specific stratigraphic layers. The lower platform is usually characterised by extensive fields of collapsed boulders, while the higher platform is more regular and flat without rock-piles, but often presenting wide fields of towers, crevices and “rock cities”.

The average annual rainfall is 3400–3600 mm. The average daily temperature is fairly constant all year round, with an estimated 13.9 °C at 2200 m altitude, and a mean difference between day and night of 10 °C (Galán, 1992).

The high rainfall supports a temperate vegetation; forests, sedges, grasses, and bromeliads grow in the sheltered locations, peat swamps and bogs are well-developed and often extensive, particularly where the substrate is characterised by weathered diabase sills (Briceno and Schubert, 1990). Quartz–sandstone outcrops are bare of vegetation except for mosses, lichens and algae. The water flows on the plateaus and forms high waterfalls along the external cliffs, or sinks in fractures and cave systems to later resurge from springs scattered around the cliffs (Mecchia and Piccini, 1999).

3. The caves

3.1. The Imawari Yeuta cave system

The Imawari Yeuta System is situated in the northeastern sector of the Auyan Tepui at a mean altitude of 1980 m a.s.l. (Fig. 1a) and consists of three genetically related caves (Cueva Imawari, 18.7 km; Cueva de la Nieblina; 0.65 km; Cueva del Gato, 0.65 km; Fig. 2a) presently dissected by collapses. All the cave conduits develop at the same stratigraphic elevation of the lower platform, extending about 100–150 m beneath the upper platform surface (Fig. 3a) (Sauro et al., 2013b). The main entrances to the system are situated at the base of the tepui internal cliff borders or at the bottom of deep giant collapse dolines (simas; like “Simí del Viento” and “Gran Derrumbe” in Figs. 2a–3a) and joint-controlled, elongated depressions (grietas; like Grieta de Los Guacharos in Figs. 2a–3a) opening in the inner part of the upper platform. The direction of drainage is in general from ENE to WSW, following the gentle dip of the quartz–sandstone beds.

From a hydrological point of view, the cave system consists of three independent collectors, two of them draining a big collapse doline named Sima del Viento and the northern sector of Cueva Nieblina, while the most important one derives from the catchment area of a larger circular collapse doline to the north (Gran Derrumbe, Figs. 2a–3a), about 500 m wide, and of a nearby smaller sinkhole (La Cascada; Fig. 3a). Here a stream falls into the cave from the upper platform through a c. 90-m high waterfall. During the expeditions, carried out during the dry season, the first two streams had a minimum discharge of about 20 l/s, while the main river reaches a minimum of 100 l/s. From the signs left by water on the walls it was evident that this last river can probably reach several thousands of litres per second during the rainy season, flooding the lower sectors of the cave. A labyrinth network of inactive galleries, developed along a distinctive stratigraphic position, interconnects the different rivers. The guiding stratum is
situated some metres above the actual stream levels and, where preserved, is often characterised by the presence of a layer of iron hydroxides laminated with amorphous silica, resembling Banded Iron Formation described in other caves of the area (Guacamaya cave; Sauro et al., 2013d). The voids formed along this bed can reach impressive widths (more than 300 m in some sectors) creating huge flat environments where the ceiling is supported only by relict pillars and wide columns (Fig. 3b). This situation causes large collapse zones with a chaotic floor of fallen boulders and quartz–sandstone slabs. Some dry galleries situated some metres above the actual stream thalwegs show a rounded cross-section and are in general almost perpendicular to the present vadose drainage (Fig. 3c).

The most representative features characterising the cave system are layer-bounded pillars (Fig. 3d). These features are very similar to those described by Aubrecht et al. (2012) for the Churí and Roraima Tepui caves and by Doerr (1999) in the Kukenan Tepui, but with an even wider variety of forms and dimensions. Pillars are normally 1 to 3 m high, often characterised by elliptical cross-sections with the major axes from a few centimetres to several metres long. They develop only along specific strata, bounded by harder and more regular strata, and...
always below the main iron-hydroxide guiding layer. Small pillars are characterised by a funnel shape with a vertical or, more often, slightly inclined axis and an elliptical rather than circular cross-section of the narrower central part up to 1 m in diameter. With increasing size the funnel shape is less prominent, becoming more cylindrical. In many cases the pillars have an elongated form in plan view, sometimes becoming a true septum dividing the cave passages in parallel corridors. At even greater size (more than 5 m in diameter) they constitute rough massive columns sometimes surrounded by minor funnel-shaped pillars. These morphologies are not widespread in the cave, but they are concentrated in specific locations, mainly on the lateral side of hydrologically active galleries. Small funnel-shaped pillars are particularly well developed (in groups of more than forty pillars in only a few tens of metres) along the outer convex walls of meanders and in the lower, often partially flooded, levels of the river beds. Other related typical morphologies are elliptical or rhombohedral pendants protruding from the ceiling or similar bumps rising from the floor (Fig. 3e). Similar mammillary forms were also described by Aubrecht et al. (Fig. 2a–b in 2013) in the Muchimuk Cave System. Likewise to the pillars, these features can have different sizes, and they are concentrated only in specific sectors of the cave. In general the presence of pillars and septums of all sizes gives a general maze network to the cave, clearly recognisable in the topographic survey plan view (Fig. 2a).

The cave is also characterised by the presence of spectacular silica speleothems and gypsum formations, and by iron hydroxide (mainly goethite and limonite) forming brownish deposits on the floor. These goethite speleothems were described also in other quartzite caves of the Sarisariñama and Chimanta Tepuis (Zawidzki et al., 1976; Aubrecht et al., 2012).

3.2. The Guacamaya cave

Guacamaya cave represents the first horizontal cave discovered in Auyan Tepui in 2009 (Sauro, 2009; Sauro et al., 2013d; Fig. 1c). Different from Imawari Yeuta, this cave system presents a “main conduit” pattern (Fig. 2b). The cave develops at the level of the lower platform, and in general the cave conduits are situated at shallow depth from the surface, only 30–50 m below the upper platform in some places. The total

Fig. 4. Typical cave morphologies from other investigated systems of the Gran Sabana tepuis: a) an active gallery in the Guacamaya cave with keyhole cross-section developed along a bed of iron-hydroxides (arrow); b) the BIF-like stratum guiding the galleries in the Guacamaya cave (arrow); c) entrance gallery of the Akapan cave with a rectangular cross-section guided by the intersection of an iron hydroxide layer and a major fracture (arrow on the ceiling); d) fracture-controlled vertical narrow canyon in the Ali Primera Resurgence in the Aonda system; and e) the Ojos de Cristal entrance in the Roraima Sur system: the cave is developed along a specific quartz–sandstone stratum while massive banks form overhanging ledges. Photo from Vittorio Crobu (a, b, c, e) and from Tullio Bernabei (d), La Venta Geographic Explorations Team.
development is 1.1 km. The main corridor is a hydrologic through-passage about 350 m long with a permanent stream of some litres per second crossing the cave from the sinkhole to the resurgence (Fig. 4a).

About one hundred metres from the lower entrance, a lateral inactive branch develops straight to the south for 700 m ending in a boulder choke close to the surface. The passage is more than 30 m wide and about 15 m high in some sectors, with a great collapse room at the intersection of the two branches. Both the active and the dry branches are developed along a layer of iron hydroxides with minor amorphous silica, similar to Banded Iron Formations, from some decimetres to a metre thick (arrows in Fig. 4a–b). The cross-sections of the galleries show an elliptical or keyhole profile developed along this stratum (Sauro et al., 2013d). Original small rounded conduits entrenched by vadose canyons are recognisable. Pillars are very rare while only in the lower part of the hydrologically active tunnel, a few septums and bridges constituted by the hardest beds are recognisable in some sectors.

It is evident that the cave is part of a more extensive system, now dissected and open to the surface: the upstream and downstream valleys of the cave represent the unroofed continuation of the main conduit, following the same lithological layer.

3.3. The Akopan-Dal Cin Cave System

Akopan-Dal Cin System is situated in the Akopan Tepui, in the southern sector of the Chimanta massif (Fig. 1d). This is a cave of more than 2.7 km in length (Fig. 2c), draining the higher plateau of the eastern sector of the Chimanta massif (Fig. 1d). This is a cave of more than 600 m depth; Fig. 2e) and the Ali Primera–Sima del Bloque cave stream network (2 km of development, — 360 m of depth) resurfacing at the bottom of the deep Sima Akopan sinkhole (Figs. 1b, 2f). These systems consist of vertical shafts, up to about 200 m deep, developed along vertical fractures opened by gravitational release close to the tepui rims.

These caves are characterised by two different sectors: a mainly vertical part, consisting of deep shafts with only small ledges in specific stratigraphic positions, and a mainly horizontal and active network of passages developing around 300 m below the summit surface of the plateau. In plan view they have an angular pattern with elongated narrow corridors following the main fractures (Fig. 2e–f). The walls of the shafts are characterised by friable rock, commonly permanently wetted by percolation or condensation waters. Conversely, on the exposed outside cliff walls at the same stratigraphical height the rock is frequently very hard, suggesting that water derived from direct infiltration or condensation in the subsurface enhances the arenisation process responsible for weathering and consequent enlargement of the fracture walls (Piccini and Mecchia, 2009). At the bottom of the shafts, horizontal and high canyons direct the water toward the resurgences located along the external cliffs of the plateau. These conduits are developed mainly along the intersection between dilational fractures and specific stratigraphic levels, mainly siltstones and shale (Fig. 4d). In these collectors, peculiar features are represented by septums with rare aligned pillar morphologies separating parallel corridors.

4. Methods

4.1. Petrography, mineralogy and chemical composition

Petrographic studies on several quartz–sandstone samples from the Mataui Formation were carried out by means of transmitted light microscopy thin section observations, SEM imaging, EDAX chemical analyses of specific points, WD-XRF chemical bulk analyses, XRD mineral determinations, and porosity determination with gas displacement methods. Samples were collected in the Auyan, Akopan, Roraima Tepui, Aonda and Auyan Tepui Noroeste caves. Samples of pillars and massive banks with various degree of cohesion/hardness, fresh and weathered were collected in Imwari Yeuta.

For SEM images a JEOL JSM-5400 electron microscope at the BIGEA Department at the University of Bologna was used, digitalized with an iXR F 55Oi video card and equipped with a Si-drift detector for Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy.

For X-ray Diffraction analyses (XRD) quartz–sandstone samples were ground to an ultrafine powder in an agate mortar and lightly pressed in a plastic sample holder. XRD patterns were recorded with a Philips PW 1050/25 and a PANalytical X’Pert PRO diffractometer (experimental conditions 40 kV and 20 mA tube, CuKa Ni filtered.
radiation $\lambda = 1.5418 \text{Å}$) at the Department of Chemical and Geological Sciences of Modena–Reggio Emilia University.

The bulk chemical determinations of 11 samples collected from cave walls in all the caves and from pillars in Imawari Yeuta were obtained by two wave dispersive X-ray fluorescence spectrometers (WD-XRF) (PANalytical Axios, XRF Laboratory, BIGEA, Bologna, and PANalytical Axios at the Institute for Mineralogy and Petrology — IMP of ETH, Zurich) on pressed powder pellets, following the matrix correction methods of Franzini et al. (1972), Leoni and Saitta (1976) and Leoni et al. (1982). Calibration is based on 35 international reference materials. The estimated precision and accuracy for trace-element determinations et al. (1982). Calibration is based on 35 international reference materials. The estimated precision and accuracy for trace-element determinations are better than 5%, except for elements at <10 ppm (10–15%). Volatile content was evaluated by thermogravimetric TG–DTG–DTA analysis (XRF Laboratory, BIGEA, Bologna) in air atmosphere using a Setaram Labsys double-furnace apparatus (temperature range 20–1050 °C; heating rate 10 °C/min; platinum crucibles; calcined Al$_2$O$_3$ as reference substance; flow rate of air 0.27 ml/s; temperature accuracy about ±1 °C).

Porosity analyses on five dried cores collected in unweathered or slightly weathered quartz–sandstone samples from the Mataia Formation were performed at the Rock Deformation Lab of ETH (Zurich) with a helium picnometer (MicroMeritics-AccuPyc-1330), which measures the porosity by means of gas displacement and the sample volume/gas pressure relationship (Hartikainen et al., 1996).

4.2. Morphometric analyses

Morphometric measurements of 110 pillars were carried out in Imawari Yeuta cave by means of a laser-distance meter Leica Disto D8 and the Cavesniper instrument (Megaplot SJ), a device equipped with an electronic compass integrated with a digital clinometer, whose readings are calculated with an ARM/TDMI processor. These instruments allowed rapid measurement, with a high degree of precision (accuracy respectively 1 mm and 1°), of the major ($M$) and minor axis ($m$) lengths of the central section, the direction ($D$) of the main axis, the dip ($i$) and dip direction ($di$) of the pillar (Fig. 5). Columns characterised by an ellipticity $e = (M/m)$ of the central part of the pillar higher than 3 and dimension of the major axis exceeding 1.5 m were avoided during the measurements because they were considered septums rather than proper pillars. In addition, in the surrounding area of every station we measured fractures and bedding plane dips and directions by means of a geological compass.

5. Results

5.1. Quartz–sandstone composition and petrography

In all the caves and in their surroundings two main lithologies can be clearly recognised by means of bulk compositional analyses (XRF): almost pure quartz–sandstone with silica content ranging between 95 and 99%, and aluminium phyllosilicate-rich quartz-sandstones with silica content around 70–90% and aluminium over 10–20% (Table 1).

From a petrographic point of view the almost pure quartz–sandstones are composed mainly of detrital monocrystalline quartz grains with non-undulatory extinction, disposed in interlocked structures due to the grain overgrowth during the burial metamorphism that evidently affected the Roraima Group (Urbani et al., 1977; Gibbs and Baron, 1993; Sauro et al., 2013b) (Fig. 6a). Conversely, in the second lithology phyllosilicates are abundant and constitute a pore-filling matrix (Fig. 6b). In some cases these phyllosilicates occur as a thin coating covering the interdigitated quartz grain rims (microstylonites), forming a typical texture of pressure solution during burial metamorphism (Sloss and Feray, 1948; Gratier et al., 2005; Fjellanger and Nystuen, 2007; Fig. 6c).

With increasing phyllosilicate content, the quartz grains show strong corrosion in contact with pyrophyllite due to the quartz-consuming kaolinite + quartz = pyrophyllite low grade metamorphic reaction (Hurst and Kőnkle, 1985) (Fig. 6d). In these matrix-rich samples pressure solution with grain overgrowth is evident only at the direct contact between quartz grains. Opal-A and feldspars, suggested to be minor components of these lithologies by Aubrecht et al. (2011), were not observed in all our samples.

Phyllosilicates were characterised through XRD analyses as pyrophyllite (Al$_2$Si$_4$O$_{10}$(OH)$_2$), kaolinite (Al$_2$Si$_2$O$_5$(OH)$_4$), and rare muscovite (KAl$_2$(AlSi$_3$O$_10$)(F,OH)$_2$). The first two minerals are the most abundant and can be easily distinguished also through SEM imaging and EDAX analyses of selected points (Fig. 7). Pyrophyllite appears as fan-shaped or needle-like masses radiating in various directions, filling pores between quartz grains. Chemical EDAX counts on these masses show the peak of aluminium almost at half-height of the silica peak because of the chemical ratio Si/Al = 2 in pyrophyllite. Conversely, kaolinite occurs in the form of microscopic pseudo-hexagonal plates and clusters of plates covering quartz grains, often growing on pyrophyllite masses. On kaolinite, the EDAX counts of aluminium are almost the same of silica because of the chemical ratio Si/Al = 1. Thus, the formation of the present phyllosilicate minerals can be ascribed to diageneric mineral transformations in a more or less chemically closed system during the burial stage of the quartz–sandstone, or alternatively to subsequent weathering processes. What is evident at a first glance is that, in general, pyrophyllite appears to be more abundant in fresh unweathered samples, while kaolinite is more common in weathered low cohesive ones.

The aluminium phyllosilicate-rich sandstone constitutes the hardest and most massive beds, with a glasy appearance and a conchoideal fracture in fresh samples, while the almost pure quartz–sandstone represents often the more weathered and low-cohesive strata, showing an earthier fracturing. The pillars were mainly developed in this latter lithology.

The picnometer measurements performed on fresh unweathered samples (Table 2) show a primary porosity one order of magnitude higher in almost pure quartz–sandstone with respect to the aluminium phyllosilicate-rich ones. The primary porosity is also controlled by...
anisotropies, like parallel- and cross-bedding, varying in dependence of their orientation.

5.2. Evidence of the arenisation weathering process

SEM imaging was performed on seven quartz–sandstone samples collected in the caves. Samples collected from roofs, floors and from the inner part of funnel-shaped pillars are characterised by different cohesiveness. Despite some authors reported the absence of evident dissolution morphologies on samples collected from the Roraima Sur and Muchimuk cave systems (the latter in the Chimanta massif; Aubrecht et al., 2011, 2012, 2013), in our case most of the samples from all the investigated caves showed clear evidence of dissolution, with characteristic features at different degrees of development (Fig. 8). These findings are in agreement with the previous studies of Chalcraft and Pye (1984) and Ghosh (1985) on samples collected on the Roraima Tepui and with geochemical analyses of dissolved silica concentrations in drip waters in the investigated caves (Mecchia et al., 2014). The more cohesive samples show abundant welding between the grains by a pervasive syntaxial quartz overgrowth, but on the contrary the weathered, less cohesive samples show a wide network of voids between the grains. In these last samples, the surfaces of the quartz grains are also characterised by pervasive solutional pitting (Fig. 8a, b, c). In most of these cases dissolution along the quartz grains/overgrowths appears to be “surface controlled” (Burley and Kantorowicz, 1986) producing features typical of slow kinetics, such as well-defined, v-shaped pits (Fig. 8c). Dissolution is more active at high energy sites like face edges, corners and triple junctions of the quartz overgrowths (White and Peterson, 1990), gradually releasing the grain contacts (Fig. 8d–e).

Dissolution features are more evident in the almost pure quartz–sandstone than in the aluminium-phyllosilicate-rich ones. However they are often present also on quartz grains partially covered by kaolinite. Another process that affects the cohesiveness of the rock is the neoformation of kaolinite (Fig. 9). This happens through the dissolution–recrystallization reaction involving the metastable pyrophyllite in the presence of water, as described by Hurst and Könkle (1985). The neoformation is easily recognisable in the phyllosilicate-rich quartz–sandstone samples, suggesting that the majority of the kaolinite can be formed in subsurface conditions. Very similar processes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>%</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>SiO₂</th>
<th>TiO₂</th>
<th>Al₂O₃</th>
<th>Fe₂O₃</th>
<th>MnO</th>
<th>MgO</th>
<th>CaO</th>
<th>Na₂O</th>
<th>K₂O</th>
<th>P₂O₅</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Almost pure quartz – sandstones</td>
<td>AKT</td>
<td>96.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.419</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AK4</td>
<td>95.55</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.356</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R1</td>
<td>96.39</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.575</td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V17</td>
<td>98.9</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V18</td>
<td>96.48</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V19</td>
<td>98.83</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AK5A</td>
<td>73.85</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>22.59</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>1.011</td>
<td>0.428</td>
<td>0.460</td>
<td>0.105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AK5B</td>
<td>71.71</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>22.60</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>1.010</td>
<td>0.505</td>
<td>0.629</td>
<td>0.079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AK5C</td>
<td>85.00</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>14.21</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>1.085</td>
<td>1.085</td>
<td>0.297</td>
<td>0.158</td>
<td>0.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AK5A</td>
<td>81.03</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>16.38</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>1.024</td>
<td>1.024</td>
<td>0.253</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ROR16</td>
<td>90.97</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>8.21</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>1.160</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.331</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.080</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(producing also illite) were found to be active in the exhumation and weathering history of the phyllosilicate-rich quartz–sandstone of the Varanger Peninsula in northern Norway (Fjellanger and Nystuen, 2007).

5.3. Morphometry of pillar and mammillary features

The morphological measurements of pillars in Imawari Yeuta cave are reported in Table 3. The data clearly show that the horizontal cross-section of the narrower central part of these columns is in most of cases an elongated ellipse rather than a circle. The length of the major axes ($M$) ranges between 10 and 130 cm, while the mean ellipticity $e$ in the whole set of measurements is 1.9. Similar values of $e$ are maintained, even considering different dimensional classes of major axes: 130 cm $< e < 2.11 > 50$, 50 cm $< e < 2.29 > 30$ cm, 30 cm $< e < 1.56 > 15$ cm, and 15 cm $< e = 1.63$. Plotting the axis directions (ellipses) for each station of measurements in a rose diagram, it is shown that the pillars are characterised by specific orientations, often at angles of 15°, 30° and 60° between them (Fig. 10). In the majority of cases at each station these ellipses are not oriented along the stream flow direction, so they cannot be interpreted as the result of mere directional mechanical erosion. Conversely, with respect to the fracture sets documented at each station (red lines in Fig. 10), the major axes of the ellipses are oriented at 10–15° from the main fracture directions or approaching the bisector between the major conjugate sets. Furthermore, only 15% of the measured pillars are vertical while the majority of them are inclined, from only a few degrees up to 50°. In many cases specific inclinations are clearly related to fracture sets with the same dip (Fig. 11a–b) and characterise large groups of pillars in the same area. In addition, pillars are often in line with septums oriented parallel to evident major fractures (Fig. 11c).

Another documented morphology is the splitting of pillars in two or even more branches often with different inclinations (Fig. 11d–e). In most of the cases these splittings are related to secondary fractures observable at the junction (Fig. 11d arrow).

The morphometric analysis of the mammillary morphologies (or pendants) on the ceilings and floor of the cave passages shows almost the same relationship with the fracture sets (Fig. 12). Each pendant is delimited by a complex network of conjugate fractures and the associated ellipse's major axes result at 10–15° from the close related fracture or approach the bisector between the conjugate sets.

6. Discussion

6.1. Strata-bounded fractures: the origin of pillars and maze network caves

Along the cliffs delimiting many of the secondary platforms in the Roraima, Auyan and Chimanta Tepuis, a repetition of hard beds forming overhanging and protruding strata and more fractured carved ones often characterised by half-pillar morphologies is evident (Fig. 13 but see also Fig. 47–48 in Aubrecht et al., 2012). These second
Strata are frequently characterised by honeycomb features appearing to be more prone to weathering than the overlying and underlying protruding beds (Fig. 13a). The same situation is present also inside the caves, where the passages are often developed along specific strata where pillars are frequently formed, while roofs and floors are represented by massive and less fractured strata.

Previous authors (Aubrecht et al., 2008, 2011, 2013) interpreted this alternation of soft and harder beds as “purely diagenetic”, i.e. due to an inhomogeneous diffusion of late diagenetic fluids through intergranular voids, related to the different hydraulic conductivity between coarse- and fine-grained sands. The funnel pillar morphologies would be related to the migration of these diagenetic fluids through delimited channels.

Fig. 8. SEM images of quartz–sandstone samples with different degree of cohesiveness: a) cohesive sample with abundant welding between the grains and by a pervasive syntaxial quartz overgrowth: at low magnification there are no evident signs of dissolution while at increasing magnification it is possible to observe small dissolution features starting to affect the grain surface (ai, aii); b) low cohesiveness samples showing a high porosity between the quartz grains that are clearly characterised by dissolution morphologies such as pitting (bi) and v-shapes (bii); c) almost non-cohesive sample with high intergranular porosity: all the grain surfaces are characterised by diffuse v-shaped dissolution features; d) highly weathered sample showing higher dissolution porosity at the triple junctions between quartz overgrowths: note the diffuse dissolution features on the whole surface of the grains; and e) highly weathered sample showing how the quartz grains are gradually released from the interlocked structure.

Fig. 9. a) Neo-forming kaolinite at the expenses of pyrophyllite through the dissolution recrystallization reaction described by Hurst and Köplde (1985): this reaction increases the porosity of the rock and favours access of water and dissolution of quartz: note the highly corroded quartz grain surface on the right in b).
in the form of “finger flows”. Therefore, for these authors, half-pillars would represent the harder lithified parts while the surrounding softer rock would have remained un lithified, and would have thus been readily removed by erosion because of its softness.

Conversely, the results presented in this paper point to a different interpretation where the density-spacing of fractures and the primary porosity of the different strata are the main factors controlling the intensity and distribution of the aerenchyma process driving the formation of pillar morphologies and horizontal caves in specific stratigraphic positions. Strata-bound intense fracturing is typical of alternating strata with different petrographic and rheological characteristics. These fractures can be related to regional stresses distributed along strata with different thickness (Pollard and Segall, 1987), or to local fluid overpressure during diagenesis (hyd ro-fracturation; Gudmundsson and Brenner, 2001; Brenner and Gudmundsson, 2004; Philipp et al., 2006). Joint spacing, aperture variations and arrest depend primarily on the mechanical properties of the host rock and on the strata thickness (Shackleton et al., 2005). If the stratigraphic sequence is composed of an alternation of anisotropic banks with different composition, and therefore a different Young’s modulus, fractures can develop mainly along specific strata while others arrest or limit their propagation (Brenner and Gudmundsson, 2004). The coexistence of strata-bounded joints and less continuous fractures cutting all the strata can be the response of different stress regimes through time. While continuous fractures are connected vertically to the surface, strata-bounded fractures form networks that are interconnected mainly horizontally.

The chemical and petrographical analyses showed that in the studied cases the protruding homogeneous beds are composed mainly of phyllosilicate-rich quartz–sandstones, while the weathered, highly fractured strata are almost pure quartz–sandstones. This difference in composition, and therefore in mechanical properties, resulted in the development of the densely spaced fractures, mainly in the latter, pure
Fig. 10. Major and minor axes of the central pillar cross-section from three stations of measurements in Imawari Yeuta cave: the major and minor axes are simplified as ellipses in the upper rose diagram, while the lower rose diagrams represent only the frequency of major axis directions and their relationship with the fracture set directions measured in the surroundings (red dotted lines). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 11. Pillar morphologies related to local fracturing: a) set of aligned pillars inclined along local fractures; b) two highly inclined pillars evolved parallel to evident low angle fractures on the ceiling (above the speleologist); c) pillars formed along parallel fracture septums; d) Pillar splitting controlled by the enlargement of an evident vertical fracture (arrow); and e) pillar splitting in two differently inclined branches.
quartz–sandstone strata. The evidence of these typical layer-bounded fractures is clearly found also in the cave walls (Fig. 13b), where joints become more inclined and thinner and finally taper away and come to arrest toward the overlying banks.

Such strata-bounded fracturing increases the surface area available for arenisation in these pure quartz–sandstone strata. When the undersaturated meteoric waters from the surface enter in this dense network of layer-bounded joints, dissolution initiates and propagates (Piccini and Mecchia, 2009). This process is effective even after hundreds of metres-long fracture pathways because of the extremely slow reaction kinetics of quartz dissolution allowing the water to remain undersaturated over long times and distances, causing arenisation of great volumes of rocks (Mecchia et al., 2014). Thus, arenisation works mainly underground along the more fractured layers, without necessary involving surface lowering. Some authors called this process in general "phantomisation" (Quinif, 1999; Häuselmann and Tognini, 2005; Dubois et al., 2014), because weathering predisposes the rock mass for the formation of caves that are afterward opened through piping and erosion.

The arenisation process is more effective in the almost pure quartz–sandstone mainly because of the following reasons:

- A higher primary porosity than the phyllosilicate-rich strata. A more porous sandstone displays a higher potential for the penetration of undersaturated water and for diffusion/dissolution transport between the quartz grains with subsequent deep weathering (Young, 1988; Wray, 1997b; Mecchia et al., 2014).

- The presence of a wide network of strata-bounded fractures that do not affect the phyllosilicate-rich strata. This complex macro- and microfracture system allows the penetration of under-saturated water in these strata, with consequent arenisation.

- Absence of residual clay minerals. In these strata the arenisation can work without producing residual clays like kaolinite that would clog the fractures and inhibit the process (Mecchia et al., 2014).

In the almost pure quartz–sandstone strata, the arenisation gradually decomposes the rock in between the existing fractures starting from the larger ones, or at the site where the initial aperture of these joints is wider, normally in the central part of the bed (Fig. 14). In a more advanced stage, the loose sand produced by weathering is removed by piping and the open fractures are gradually anastomosed, developing empty spaces between relict septa and pillars (Fig. 14c). The dimensions of this network and the presence of funnel-shaped pillars or wider massive remnants depend on the spacing between the fractures. The geometry of the weathering relics is easily predictable because these remnants will be aligned roughly along the major fracture sets or along rhombohedral conjugate joints (Fig. 14c).

These relationships between joint families and pillars or pendants are clearly recognisable in the morphometric measurements reported from Imawari Yeuta cave (Figs. 10–12). The final funnel and smooth shape of the pillars are probably related to both the propagation of the arenisation inside the pillar (Fig. 14f) and to the mechanism of "negative feedback" between stress and erosion in this type of sandstone morphologies, proposed recently by Bruthans et al. (2014).

The majority of the pillar fields are situated in the low, frequently flooded, areas of the cave probably because during flood events the
floodwater injection (Palmer, 2007) of highly under-saturated water on the cave sidewalls further propagates the arenisation process into the fractured strata. The floodwater injection process is particularly effective in the main underground streams that often form extremely wide meanders whose convex side is characterised by the most spectacular pillar morphologies (Sauro et al., 2013b). Clear examples of these settings in surface conditions are the sinkhole of El Foso (Fig. 15) and the closed depression of Lake Gladis in Roraima Tepui, whose flooded sidewalls are also characterised by well-developed pillar morphologies, as observed also by Aubrecht et al. (2012: Fig. 54). However pillar morphologies develop only when the fractures are densely spaced, otherwise if weathering propagates along few sets and major fractures, a main conduit or branchwork pattern develops. This is the case of Akopan Dal Cin and Guacamaya cave systems, with rectilinear corridors and rare or absent pillar morphologies.

Fig. 14. Schematic model of the anastomosis of strata-bounded fractures through the arenisation process. In plan view: a) the fractured stratum is represented by a set of major and minor conjugate joints; b) arenisation propagates into the fractures being more intense at fracture intersections; and c) piping removes the loose sand produced by the arenisation process and frees the pillar morphologies that show a rhombohedral elliptic cross-section because of the fracture network geometry and of the enhanced arenisation at the fracture intersections. In vertical view: d) The fracture network is bounded in the almost pure quartz-sandstone layers, with the fracture aperture more prominent in the middle of the bed tapering away approaching the surrounding phyllosilicate-rich beds; e) arenisation propagates, starting and being more effective where the fracture aperture is wider in the middle of the bed; and f) piping removes the loose sand produced by the arenisation process and frees the funnel-shaped pillars that continue to be arenised during seasonal floods and by surface films of water due to condensation processes.

Fig. 15. The effect of floodwater injection along strata-bounded fractures is evident in the sink of El Foso in the Roraima Tepui: the sidewalls of the cavity remain flooded for most of the year, showing well developed pillar morphologies. Photo from Vittorio Crobu, La Venta Geographical Explorations Team.
Arenisation can be active also along continuous fractures cutting the entire stratigraphic sequence, guiding the formation of vertical caves like the Aonda and Auyan Tepui Noroeste systems. In this case deep elongated narrow shafts develop along few fracture sets, often open by dilational gravitative stresses along the tepui rims. At the bottom or along these crevices, pillars and other similar morphologies are very rare, while long corridors are interconnected and septums are the result of anastomosing along parallel fractures.

In general, the loose sand produced by the arenisation process is accumulated in specific sectors of the systems, such as in the inner side of meanders, low areas and rooms on the lateral side of active streams. However, the release of sand through arenisation has a much slower rate than the transport potential of the streams during flood events. Therefore, most of the loose sand produced is easily transported out of the system to the tepui surface and then to the lowlands surrounding the plateaus.

6.2. Stratigraphic guidance: the inception hypothesis in quartz–sandstones

As proposed by Martini (1985), arenisation is promoted mainly by under-saturated water seeping in fractures. When the fracture network

Fig. 16. Different morphologies resulting from arenisation along strata-bounded fracture networks. a) when a strata-bounded fracture network is open to the surface wide field of towers and pseudo-hexagonal or elliptic bumps develop on the platform surface (Roraima); b) half pillars develop on vertical walls; c) pendants and d) bumps develop on cave ceilings and floors in Imawari Yeuta. Photo from Vittorio Crobu, La Venta Geographical Explorations Team.

Fig. 17. Typical active gallery in Imawari Yeuta: the open strata close to the ceiling is characterised by a layer of iron hydroxides, representing a prominent inception horizon; the iron hydroxides flow plastically or are deposited by seeping waters as flowstones on the side walls of the conduits; strata-bounded columns characterise the side walls of the conduit. Photo: Alessio Romeo, La Venta Geographical Explorations Team.
is layer-bounded, as in the case described for Imawari Yeuta, water can penetrate from the surface only when the stratum is uncovered by surface lowering, or dissected by secondary continuous fractures or scarp retreat. If one of these strata is unroofed on the plateau surface, spectacular fields of towers develop (Fig. 16a). When the strata is dissected laterally by secondary continuous fractures due to gravitational release or collapses along the cliffs, half pillars and honeycomb features alternating with overhanging massive banks develop on these vertical walls (Fig. 12a–b; Fig. 16b). Conversely, only in the presence of some specific layers or continuous fractures conveying the water flow into the subsurface specifically along a dense fractured stratum, arenisation is able to predispose the development of extensive horizontal strata-bounded cave systems with typical pillars, pendants and floor bumps (Fig. 16c–d).

In carbonate rocks the layers particularly favourable for the development of the primary cave conduits were debated in the Inception Horizon Hypothesis (IHH) proposed by Lowe (1992) and then investigated in detail by Filipponi et al. (2009). Applying their definition to the quartz–sandstone environment, we can assert that here the inception horizons could be “layers especially favourable to the opening of proto-conduits through karstic or weathering processes by virtue of physical, lithological or chemical deviation from the predominant quartz–sandstone facies” (Sauro et al., 2013c). Therefore we have to verify the presence of some specific layers along which the cave system develops, other than solely fractured beds that are common in the stratigraphic sequence.

In the majority of the investigated caves speleologists noticed the presence of residual deposits or continuous layers of iron hydroxides (mainly goethite; Sauro et al., 2014) guiding the gallery passages like those described in the Guacamaya cave, Akopan-Dal Cin and Imawari Yeuta cave systems (Sauro et al., 2013d). These layers are often difficult to identify, being more easily weathered than the surrounding quartz–sandstones. In Guacamaya cave the iron hydroxide beds have all the characteristics of a Banded Iron Formation, locally folded and stretched because of shear related to the lithostatic load and the stronger rigidity of the overlying beds of quartz–sandstones (Sauro et al., 2013d). Also in Imawari Yeuta it is possible to observe remnants of this hard iron-hydroxide strata (Fig. 17), almost with the same characteristics of the one described in Guacamaya cave. In addition, in all the studied caves it is possible to observe iron hydroxides plastically flowed, or deposited by seeping water, out from the main interstrata forming massive brownish flowstones, similar to other goethite speleothems described in other quartzite caves of the Sarisariñama and Chimanta Tepuis (Zawidzki et al., 1976; Aubrecht et al., 2011).

Reardon (1979) suggested that iron-silicate complexes (like Fe–H2SiO4) might increase the silicic acid solubility. This supposition was later confirmed by the studies of Morris and Fletcher (1987) and Serezhnikov (1989) showing that in ferrous iron solutions under oxidising conditions the potential solubility of quartz increases by a factor 10 over that of amorphous silica. Therefore, iron hydroxide layers located in only a few stratigraphic positions could have been favourable pathways for the formation of proto-conduits in local phreatic settings (Wray, 2009), promoting the infiltration of meteoric water in the surrounding fractured strata.

Moreover, also local layers of shales and silt could have been preferential infiltration pathways working either as aquicludes or as aquitards, allowing water to infiltrate along specific stratigraphic surfaces. Galán et al. (2004) noticed the presence of centimetre-thick layers of shale and siltstone guiding the development of the conduits in the Roraima Sur Cave System. Szczerban et al. (1977) described a horizontal cave system in the Guaquíincha Tepui whose development is clearly guided by siltstone layers. Similar lithological controls were described also by Piccini (1995) and Piccini and Meccia (2009) in the Aonda and Auyan Tepui Noreste fissure systems with thin layers of silts guiding the formation of major ledges along the walls of simus and controlling the horizontal collectors at the bottom of the shafts. In fact, gravitational release fractures along the peripheral rims could have also focused the water flow deep into the rock mass, concentrating at certain stratigraphic horizons that can work also as sliding surfaces during the dilation movements. These fractures represent true “tectonic inceptions” from which the development of a crevice-like cave system can start (Sauro et al., 2013a).

7. Conclusions

This study demonstrates that the arenisation process proposed by Martini (1979) and Jennings (1983) works with different intensities depending on the petrographical characteristics of the quartz–sandstone, being effective only where meteoric water can access the rock through specific stratigraphic or tectonic pathways. The effectiveness of the arenisation process in these strata is clearly demonstrated by SEM observations, with diffused pitting and V-shaped features on the quartz grains, typical of slow dissolution kinetics, and increasing porosities at the grain contacts.

Arenisation provides an effective explanation of all the morphologies found in the caves of the tepui massif. Pillars and pendants clearly represent the relics of weathering anomastmosis between strata-bounded fractures and there is no need to invoke peculiar diagenetic conditions that do not seem to fit into the geologic history of the area, as proposed by Aubrecht et al. (2011, 2012).

The primary porosity and the degree of fracturing of the quartz-sandstone beds result as the main factors controlling the intensity and the distribution of the arenisation process, together with peculiar inception horizons. The formation of the giant anastomotic cave systems like Imawari Yeuta or Roraima Sur is related to a combination of favourable conditions that include the presence of prominent inception horizons and dense strata-bounded fracturing.

While mechanisms other than true dissolution, such as piping and mechanical erosion, largely modelled the landscape and finally carved the caves of the tepui into the weathered rock, quartz dissolution evidently plays an essential and triggering role. Thus, these processes could be effectively considered as “true karst” as proposed by several authors (Wray, 2000, 2013; Young et al., 2009; Eberhard and Sharpley, 2013).
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